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We investigate the complex propagation of seismic waves beneath the Campi Flegrei Caldera, Italy, using 
multichannel recordings of artificial explosions. The sources consisted of air gun explosions shot in the Gulf of 
Pozzuoli at offsets ranging between 3 and 7 km. The multichannel recording device was deployed in the 
Solfatara crater and consisted of 10 vertical-component and 2 three-component short-period seismometers with a 
maximum aperture of about 150m. The Zero-Lag-Correlation (ZLC) technique was adopted to estimate 
horizontal slowness and backazimuth of coherent waves crossing the array. For sources located in the northern 
sector of the Gulf, with maximum offset 5 km, ray parameters and backazimuths are in agreement with those 
predicted for the 1-D velocity model used for routine locations. For sources at offsets larger than ~5 km, the 
ZLC curves depict prominent maxima associated with a secondary phase propagating with a lower velocity than 
the first-arrival P-wave. Using finite-difference synthetic seismograms generated for a 2-D realistic velocity 
model, we explain these late arrivals in terms of a lateral velocity variation located at depths of about 1 km. Such 
discontinuity would correspond to a positive Vp anomaly imaged by a recent 3-D tomographic study, and 
interpreted as the submerged southern rim of Campi Flegrei caldera collapsed during the explosive eruption of 
12 Ky b.p. The small spacing among adjacent shot points allowed simultaneous wavefield decomposition at the 
source and receiver arrays. Using a modified version of the double-beam method, we retrieve the independent 
variation of horizontal slowness at both the source and receiver regions. For both cases, we found azimuthal 
deviations as large as 50° with respect to the great circle path. At the source region, these discrepancies may be 
interpreted in terms of ray bending at the interface of the aforementioned positive anomaly. At the receiver array, 
the observed anomalies may be attributed to either velocity variations marking the Solfatara crater rim, or to a 
near-receiver, low-velocity body whose position would coincide with negative gravimetric anomalies and a high 




Rough topographies, structural complexities and 3D heterogeneities affect volcanic areas over a wide range of 
scale lengths. Rough topographies, structural complexities and 3D heterogeneities affect volcanic areas over a 
wide range of scale lengths. The propagation of seismic waves in such environments is thus severely 
complicated by path effects which cause seismic rays to deviate from predictable ray paths. Moreover, the buried 
heterogeneities and topographic roughnesses may act as energetic scattering sources, generating secondary 
wavefields that severely mask the contributions of the primary source (e.g., Chouet et al., 1997; Del Pezzo et al., 
1997; Ohminato and Chouet, 1997; La Rocca et al., 2001;  Ripperger et al., 2003). Any seismological effort 
toward monitoring the dynamics and evolution of seismic sources in volcanic environments must therefore 
include a comprehensive assessment of wave propagation through such complicated terraines.   
Over the past twenty years, multichannel techniques have proven to be a powerful tool for quantifying of the 
kinematic properties of complex wavefields radiated by different sources. The advantages of seismic arrays over 
conventional, distributed networks rely upon their ability to identify weak or emergent arrivals, and to accurately 
determine the direction and apparent velocity with which these phases propagate across the instrumental 
deployment. On many occasions, therefore, array studies conducted at local, regional and teleseismic distances 
have illuminated crustal and mantle heterogeneities over a wide range of scale lengths. 
For instance, Steck and Prothero (1993) measured horizontal slowness and backazimuths of earthquakes 
recorded at teleseismic distances by three different arrays deployed at Long Valley caldera, California. 
Deviations of the measured slownesses with respect to the predicted ones were interpreted in terms of a crustal 
structure located at depths between 6 and 35 km, and possibly associated with the Long Valley magmatic 
system. Bokelmann (1995) examined wave propagation from earthquakes and nuclear explosions recorded at 
both regional and teleseismic distances by the GERESS regional array, Germany. The wavefield anomalies 
identified were explained principally in terms of lateral heterogeneity in the crust beneath the receivers. Large P-
wave backazimuth anomalies observed by a small-aperture seismic antenna at Piñon Flat (California) was 
interpreted by Lin and Roecker (1996) in terms of one or more dipping interfaces affecting the shallow crustal 
structure beneath the array. At local scale, Saccorotti et al. (2001) observed slowness anomalies for local and 
regional earthquakes recorded by two dense arrays deployed at Deception Island Volcano, Antarctica. By 
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defining shallow velocity models from the dispersive properties of surface waves measured at the array sites, 
these authors interpreted the horizontal slowness anomalies as the effects of the ring-fracture system bordering 
the collapsed caldera structure. Following the reciprocity theorem, Spudich and Bostwick (1987) used a source 
array of similar earthquakes for locating near-source scatterers. Del Pezzo et al. (1997) and La Rocca et al. 
(2001) analysed the coda of signals associated with natural and artificial sources, respectively, to infer the 
statistical distribution of propagation parameters associated with secondary sources. Finally, Hu et al. (1994) 
inverted the P-wave slowness-vector from teleseismic data to retrieve a tomographic image of compressional 
velocity structure in the crust and upper mantle beneath southern California.  
In this paper we investigate the propagation of seismic waves in the shallow crust beneath Campi Flegrei 
Volcanic Complex, Italy, using multichannel analyses of more than 600 off-shore shots fired in the framework of 
the SERAPIS (SEismic Reflection Acoustic Project for Imaging of volcanic Structures) experiments (Zollo et 
al., 2003).   
For sources located at ranges larger than 2-3 km, the receivers' beams are dominated by large-amplitude 
secondary arrivals. Based on the results from subsequent, finite-difference calculations of synthetic seismograms 
for two realistic, 2-D heterogeneous structures, we explain the nature of these phases in terms of a high-velocity 
anomaly located at about 1 km depth in the central sector of the Gulf. Using a modified Double-Beam 
processing scheme (Kruger et al., 1996), we measure wave vectors at the receiver and source arrays, evidencing 
complicated asymmetries of the raypaths. These data are interpreted and discussed in light of the available 
knowledge about the shallow crustal structures of the area under investigation. 
 
 
2. GEOLOGIC SETTING 
 
The Campi Flegrei caldera is a volcanic field located in the Campanian plain, a graben-like structure that 
originated in the Pliocene age during a phase of crustal extension (Fig. 1). The Quaternary complex caldera has a 
diameter of approximately 12 km, and encompasses more than seventy different eruptive vents which have been 
active over the past 40 ky (Civetta et al., 1997).  Two main explosive eruptions occurred during the caldera 
formation: the Campanian Ignimbrite (CI, about 37-39 ky; Civetta et al., 1997) and Neapolitan Yellow Tuff 
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(NYT, about 12 ky; Rosi and Sbrana, 1987; Orsi et al., 1996). These eruptive events produced widespread ash-
flow deposits that shaped the current morphology. Recent volcanic activity (< 8 ky) has occurred mostly along 
the caldera rims, involving intra-calderic collapses. The last eruption dates back to 1538 a.d. (Monte Nuovo 
eruption). Since than the caldera experienced ongoing subsidence till 1970. A reversal of this tendency occurred 
during the 1970-1972 and 1982-1984 bradyseismic episodes, during which the center of the caldera, 
corresponding to the town of Pozzuoli, experienced an uplift of about 2.5 m (Rosi and Sbrana, 1987). The Gulf 
of Pozzuoli (Fig. 1) is the submerged sector of the Campi Flegrei caldera. Because of this complex evolution, the 
Campi Flegrei area is characterised by complicated subsurface structures, depicting heterogeneities at different 
scale lengths. The large number of people residing in the area make Campi Flegrei one of the highest-risk 
volcanic areas in the world.  
Following this concern, many efforts have been dedicated to gain new insights into the structure of the caldera 
and the location of magma storage regions. Modelling teleseismic P-S converted phases, Ferrucci et al. (1992) 
postulated a magmatic chamber beneath the center of the caldera at about 4-5 km depth. A similar depth range 
was indicated by De Lorenzo et al. (2001), based on extrapolation of borehole temperature data and the location 
of a negative Qp anomaly.  
More recent studies, however, report a lack of evidence for any significant magmatic reservoir at depths lower 
than 4-5 km. Vanorio et al. (2005) identified a low Vp/Vs anomaly at 4 km depth beneath the center of the 
caldera, and interpreted this zone in terms of over-pressurized gas-bearing rocks at supercritical conditions, in 
turn excluding the presence of melted rocks. 
Using recordings of the sea-shots analysed in this work, Zollo et al. (2003) and Judenherc and Zollo (2004) 
derived detailed 3D tomographic images of the area, reporting evidence for the lack of any magmatic reservoir 
within the upper 4-5 km of crust having a volume greater than 1 km3. On the other hand, Judenherc and Zollo 
(2004) postulate a deep magmatic source whose pathways to the surface are directly controlled by normal faults 
through the overlying carbonatic basement. From depth migration of multi-profile seismic recordings, Auger et 
al. (2001) imaged a laterally extensive low-velocity layer at depths of about 8 km beneath Vesuvius Volcano, 
that was interpreted in terms of a flat magmatic sill. Based on its inferred extent (about 400 km2), and 
considering petrochemical constraints, Auger et al. (2001) hypothesized that this body could also represent the 
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feeding source for Campi Flegrei volcanism.   
The first study of the shallowest structure (< 3 km) and evolution of the Gulf of Pozzuoli was performed by 
Finetti and Morelli (1974) using data from a marine seismic reflection survey. Finetti and Morelli (1974) 
delineated the ancient submarine volcanic activity and mapped the isobaths of the main sismo-lithological 
interfaces. Bruno (2004) applied accurate migration techniques to the same data set, thus obtaining improved 
images about the location of the main reflectors. From these data, Bruno (2004) postulate that the successive 
caldera collapse episodes have been markedly controlled by regional lineaments trending NE-SW and NW-SE. 
Moreover, this author also notes the extremely variable seismic response of the shallow portion of the Gulf of 
Pozzuoli, mainly due to the presence of heterogeneous volcanic deposits and to several submarine volcanic 
banks that produce a strong scattering of seismic energy. 
The shallow velocity structure of the caldera was accurately imaged by 3-D seismic tomographic studies (Zollo 
et al., 2003; Judenherc and Zollo; 2004). The inner part of the caldera appears to be filled by marine-volcanic 
deposits having thickness of a few kilometers, and characterized by low Vp, high Vp/Vs ratios and high P-wave 
attenuation. One of the most striking features of the shallow Campi Flegrei Caldera retrieved from these latter 
3D tomographic studies is in a positive, EW-elongated arc-like velocity anomaly spanning the central sector of 
the Gulf of Pozzuoli. It is located at 800-1000 m below sea level, extending to a depth of about 2 km, with a 
lateral velocity change ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 km/s. From these data, and in accordance with the results from 
sonic and borehole logs, Zollo et al. (2003) postulated that this positive Vp anomaly is most likely associated 
with tuffs and solidified lavas representing the southern, buried rim of the inner NYT caldera. 
This picture is in agreement with the distribution of Bouguer gravity anomalies obtained by Capuano and 
Achauer (2003), that shows a negative anomaly with a circular shape in the inner caldera, bordered by a ring-
shaped positive anomaly closely matching the high velocity region inferred by the 3-D seismic tomography. 
Using data recorded during the 1982-1984 seismic swarms, Tramelli et al. (2006) obtained a 3-D scattering 
tomography of Campi Flegrei. Tramelli et al. (2006) identified a main scattering body located beneath the 
maximum uplift area at depths between 1 and 3 km, surrounded by a ring-shaped scatterer distribution whose 
locations closely match the previously discussed buried southern border of the NYT inner caldera.  
The results obtained by a recent 3-D Qp tomography (De Lorenzo et al., 2001) indicate in the area northeast of 
the town of Pozzuoli (corresponding to the Solfatara crater) a large low-Qp anomaly in the shallowest crust (0-1 
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km depth). In the same region, a previous tomographic study by Aster and Meyer (1988) reported a high Vp/Vs 
ratio at 1 km depth. These data are further supported by the improved tomographic study of Vanorio et al. (2005) 
assessing the P- and S-wave velocity structure of the caldera. The accurate images obtained by Vanorio et al. 
(2005) suggest that the shallowest crust beneath the Solfatara crater is dominated by rocks containing fluids in 
the liquid phase. This area also corresponds to the absolute minimum of a negative Bouguer anomaly reported in 
the gravity map by Capuano and Achauer (2003). 
 
 
3. DATA SET AND ARRAY SETUP DESCRIPTION 
 
On September, 2001, a large-scale  active seismic survey was held in the Gulf of Naples and Pozzuoli (Fig. 1). 
During the experiment, more than 5000 offshore shots were fired by air guns mounted on an oceanographic 
vessel. About 3000 of these sources were blasted in the Gulf of Pozzuoli (Fig. 1a) and recorded by a dense array 
installed by Osservatorio Vesuviano – Istituto Nazionale Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) and the Instituto 
Andaluz de Geofisica at the University of Granada, Spain.  
The array was deployed in a flat area inside the Solfatara crater, located about 1 km onshore (Fig. 1b). The array 
had a triangular geometry with a maximum aperture of about 150 m and an average distance among the receivers 
of about 25 m (Fig. 1b). The maximum elevation difference between sensors was less than 1 m, being therefore 
negligible once analyzing wavelengths on the order of a few hundred meters. The array was composed of two 
independent, eight-channel acquisition-recording modules, each connected to 5 vertical-component and 1 three-
component short-period seismometers. Seismometers were Mark Products L15B 4.5 Hz geophones, 
electronically extended to 1 Hz. Synchronization at individual recorders was achieved using the GPS time signal; 
data were digitized at 200 samples/s/channel. The offshore source positions were determined with an absolute 
accuracy of about 10 m using GPS methods. The shotpoints were located at distances ranging between 3 and 7 
km from the array site, spanning an azimuthal range of about 45°. Figure 2 shows examples of the recorded 




4. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Method 
We analyzed the array recordings using the Zero-Lag cross-Correlation (ZLC) technique (Frankel et al., 1991). 
This method provides an estimate of the apparent velocity and the backazimtuh of coherent waves crossing the 
array by maximizing the array-averaged, time-domain cross-correlation. Given the quasi-monochromatic 
character of the explosion recordings (see later in this section), we preferred this slower, and lower-resolution 
time-domain approach as it permits more robust estimates even when applied to short windows of signal. 
 Application of the method consists of performing a complete grid-search over a range of horizontal slowness p. 
For any trial slowness p, the array recordings ui (i=1,...N; N= number of stations) are time-shifted according to 
the delay times which are expected for a plane-wave propagating with slowness p across the 2-dimensional 
array: 
                                                   0( )               1,.....i it i N= ⋅ − =p x x ,                                           (1) 
where ix is the position vector of the i-th array element with respect to the reference sensor located at 0x . Then, 
normalized correlation coefficients are calculated among all the independent station pairs as:  
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where k is the index of the time sample, K is the length in samples of the analysis window and f is the sampling 
frequency. The best slowness estimate then corresponds to the value of p for which the array-average of the cij 
takes a maximum.  
Since the cij above are normalized quantities ranging between -1 and 1, however, their statistical distribution is 
far from being Gaussian. In this instance simple arithmetic averaging procedures are not permitted. We therefore 
modify the original formulation of Frankel et al. (1991) by first transforming the individual cij according to 
Fisher Z-transform (VanDecar and Crosson, 1990): 
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 ( ) ( )0.5log 1 1ij ij ijcz c c⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦ ,      (3) 
then, calculating their average: 












= − ∑ ∑ ,    (4) 
and eventually deriving the slowness-dependent, array-averaged correlation coefficient by back-transformation: 
                                                     ( ) ( )tanhaveC Cz=p .                                                                     (5) 
The value of p at which the above function is maximized thus gives the best estimate for the horizontal slowness 
of the plane wave impinging on the array.  
It is also possible to demonstrate (Abrahamson and Bolt, 1987; Frankel et al., 1991) that maximizing the average 
cross-correlation is equivalent to maximizing the beam power in the delay-and-sum beam forming, as the former 
quantity is linearly related to the power in a weighted beam sum.  
Under a Cartesian reference system with the x-axis pointing E and the y-axis pointing N, the propagation 
parameters of such wave are derived from the two components of p as:  
                                                           ( )2 2x yr p p= +  ,                                                                 (6) 
for the ray parameter, and 
                                                       ( )atan x yp pφ π= + ,                                                             (7) 
for the back-azimuth. 
 
4.2 Uncertainty estimation         
The main factors controlling the precision of slowness measurements are the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the 
array aperture and station spacing, the sampling interval, the coarseness of the slowness grid, and the presence of 
heterogeneities beneath the array that may cause distortion of the wavefronts. In previous work, Saccorotti and 
Del Pezzo (2000) presented the theoretical framework for incorporating all the above sources of error in a 
probabilistic representation of ZLC slowness spectra. The procedure presented in Saccorotti and Del Pezzo 
(2000) requires massive computational efforts, however, therefore it is not well-suited to the analysis of large 
data sets such as that used for this work.  
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In our assessment of measurement uncertainties, we begin by neglecting the wavefront distortion due to local 
heterogeneities beneath the array, an assumption which is justified by the small aperture of the array (~ 100 m) 
once compared to the dominant wavelengths of the signal. The intrinsic resolving capabilities of the array (i.e., 
the minimum slowness variation dp  that the array is able to detect) roughly correspond to the ratio between the 
sampling interval and the array aperture along the direction of wave propagation, thus leading to 0.05dp ≈  
s/km. The corresponding azimuth uncertainties dφ  depend on the slowness of the propagating wave. An 
approximate expression is given by (Saccorotti et al., 1998): 
 ( )arcsin /d dp pφ =              (8) 
Typical ray parameters for our shot data are on the order of 0.25 s/km, and thus a conservative value for the 
azimuth uncertainty is dφ=12°. 
For the slowness measurements presented below, we use a polar slowness grid whose nodes range from 0 to 1 
s/km with a 0.05 s/km increment, and angular spacing among adjacent radii of 0.5°. For this grid configuration, 
the (not-uniform) sampling of the slowness plane is tighter than or comparable to the aforementioned resolving 
limits. Therefore, the finiteness of the slowness grid may be neglected once assessing the precision of our 
measurement. 
In order to account for the influence of noise, we investigate the performance of ZLC toward the analysis of 
ground-truth synthetic recordings at variable SNR. In particular, we generate synthetic seismograms by 
propagating across the array a wavelet derived from the tapered onset of a true explosion. For each array 
channel, we then contaminate this wavelet with real noise recordings obtained at that particular station; the 
amplitude of the noise data is scaled to obtain SNRs varying over the 2-80 range. We calculate SNR as: 
 s nSNR pp RMS=   (9) 
where pps is the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the noise-free signal window, and RMSn is the array-
averaged Root-Mean-Square of the noise. For any given SNR, we generated a set of 120 synthetic array 
recordings by adding independent noise samples to the same signal wavelet. In Figure 3 are illustrated examples 
of raw and filtered synthetic array waveforms at different SNR. Although the measurement errors are expected 
to vary as a function of the propagation parameters (i.e., apparent velocity and direction of arrival), all our test 
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signals are generated using constant ray parameter and propagation azimuth of 0.4 s/km and 166°, respectively. 
These are in fact typical values for the waves observed in this study.  
For each set of synthetic recordings, we obtained slowness and azimuth distributions whose standard deviations 
were eventually used for deriving estimates of the measurement errors as a function of SNR (see Figure 4).  Both 
the azimuth and ray parameter uncertainties scale with the inverse of SNR, and therefore we use a hyperbolic fit 
to derive the analytic expression of the uncertainties as a function of SNR (Fig. 4). 
For each individual shot, implementation of the above procedures to the analysis of real data starts with the 
estimate of SNR using the expression (Almendros and Chouet, 2003): 
 ( )max= − nSNR u RMS   (10) 
where u is a 0.5-s-long time window of signal encompassing the P-wave arrival, RMSn is the RMS of noise 
calculated over a window of the same length, and the symbols  mean average over the array's elements. 
Using the functional relationships displayed in Figure 4, we thus derive the uncertainties due to noise, which are 
eventually added to the uncertainties due to the resolving capabilities of the array expressed by equation (8).  
 
 
4.3  ZLC results            
Preliminary spectral analysis carried out over sample shot recordings reveals that energy is centered at 
frequencies around 10 Hz. The selected data were thus filtered over the 5-15 Hz frequency band using a 4-pole, 
2-pass Butterworth filter. Then, we applied the ZLC technique using a 0.5-s-long moving window sliding along 
the array recordings with increments of 0.05 s. For all the recordings, we analysed 15 s of data starting at the 
origin time of the corresponding shot. The array analysis was carried out only over the vertical-component 
recordings. The search for the best slowness estimate is conducted over a polar slowness grid, in order to achieve 
good resolution in the measurement of the propagation parameters of waves impinging on the array with small 
incidence angles. Dimension and spacing of this grid are the same previously described for the synthetic test. 
Figure 5 shows an example of ZLC analysis performed over the array recordings of a sample shot. The plot (a) 
depicts the band-pass filtered vertical-component velocity seismogram as recorded by the reference receiver 
(station NEZD in Fig. 1b). The plots (b), (c) and (d) report the time behaviour of backazimuth, ray parameter and 
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average zero-lag cross-correlation coefficient (ZLC) obtained over the subsequent time windows. Results 
indicate that high correlations (ZLC > 0.8) are associated only with the first-arrival, P-wave window.  
A few seconds after the P-onset the correlation drops, and ray parameters move toward higher values, which are 
in the same range as those observed for the pre-shot seismic noise. Throughout the coda of the explosion signal 
several barely correlated phases (ZLC ≈0.6) impinge on the array with high ray parameters (low apparent 
velocity) and randomly-distributed backazimuth values. These arrivals are likely due to scattered surface waves. 
With our array deployment, we had initially hoped to identify late coherent arrivals associated with wave 
conversion at some deep interfaces possibly associated with the volcanites-carbonates passage, or  within the top 
of a magmatic reservoir (Ferrucci et al., 1992; Auger et al., 2001); however, throughout our analysis we were 
not able to find any evidence of any such deep-converted phase. This probably owes to the rapid loss of signal 
coherence associated with the heterogeneous nature of the soils where the array was deployed, and with the 
interference of multiple, energetic scattered arrivals. The lack of any late coherent phases is also clearly visible 
on the example of array recording showed in Figure 2. 
The ZLC analysis was extended to records of about 600 sea-shots detonated along 16 North-South profiles in the 
central part of the bay of Pozzuoli ( Fig. 1c). 
Figure 6 depicts sample panels with the ZLC coherence curves versus time arranged in the form of seismic 
gathers commonly used in exploration seismology. Each panel corresponds to a N-S shot profile in the center of 
the Gulf. One of the most striking features emerging from these plots is the presence of a secondary, highly-
correlated phase which, on the northernmost part of each NS profile, follows the first P-pulse by a few tenths of 
a second (see grey bold lines in Figure 6).  
Timing and apparent velocity (about 2.5 km/s) of this secondary phase are easily measured on ZLC curves, and 
are not consistent with the propagation of a surface wave. We thus hypothesize that these arrivals are an effect of 
a buried heterogeneity. These secondary arrivals are particularly evident on panels relative to the central portions 
of each profile, suggesting that the inferred heterogeneity is located in the middle of the Gulf of Pozzuoli. A 
quantitative interpretation about location and nature of this heterogeneity is addressed in the next sections. 
Figure 7a shows a contour map of observed ray parameters associated with the first P-wave pulse for each shot 
along the 16 N-S profiles. In general, the ray parameters we found in association with the P-wave arrivals are 
compatible with those predicted for the 1-D velocity model used for routine locations (Table 1). This may be 
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clearly observed in Fig. 7(b), where we compare the P-wave ray parameters measured at NS profile Number 02 
(see black circles in Figure 1) with those predicted for the 1-D, layered P-velocity model (Table 1). 
After accounting for the measurement uncertainties, ray parameters measured at offsets shorter than ~ 5 km are 
in close agreement with the predicted ones. The curve of theoretical ray parameters depicts two distinct plateaus 
(Fig. 7b), corresponding to waves refracted at the 0.5-km-deep and 1-km-deep interfaces, respectively. The most 
significant discrepancies are observed at offsets spanning the 5-5.5 km range, probably in association with un-
modelled inhomogeneities in the calculation of the theoretical slowness.  
These anomalies are meaningful considering that the error uncertainties associated with the central portion of 
sea-shots with SNR about 35-40 are on the order of ±0.07 s/km.  
Of greater interest are the results from backazimuth measurements. Figure 8 depicts the backazimuths associated 
with P-wave arrivals for shot-points located along a selected EW profile (see black diamonds in Figure 1a). 
Observed angles are compared to those expected for a great circle path in the absence of lateral heterogeneities. 
Although at the beginning and at the end of the profile the low SNRs (≈ 15) induce large measurement errors (≈ 
±8°), the observed backazimuths show an irregular distribution around the theoretical curve, giving evidence of 
non linear ray-paths between the sources and the array, particularly for the eastern portion of the shot-profile.  
 
4.4 Double-Beam Method (DBM)     
To enhance the resolving capabilities of the array measurements to allow detection of asymmetric multi-pathing, 
we applied a modified version of  the “Double-Beam Method” (DBM) proposed by Kruger et al. (1996). The 
reciprocity theorem of Green’s functions permits using a cluster of sources as a source array; in this framework, 
the signals from an array of sources can be considered as if they originated at a given receiver and were recorded 
at epicenters (Spudich and Bostwick, 1987).  
In the original Kruger et al. (1996) formulation, a search is conducted for those slowness pairs which maximize 
the power of the delay-and-sum beam power estimated using all the recordings from the selected source and 
receiver arrays. This procedure, however, has the disadvantage of implying a search over 2sN slowness nodes, 
where sN  is the number of grid points in the slowness grids used for both the receiver and source arrays. 
Therefore, we developed a different approach allowing for a fast and reliable assessment of ray geometries. For 
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receiver and source arrays composed of N and K elements, respectively, our procedure consists of first forming 
the delay-and-sum beam for the source array at the i-th receiver: 










= − −∑v ,  (11) 
where K is the number of sources, 0kt is the origin time of the k-th shot, and kτ  is the delay time associated with 
the generic source slowness v : 
                                                          ( )0k kτ = ⋅ −v s s ,                                                        (12) 
with ks and 0s  
0s
position vectors of the k-th and reference shot-point, respectively. Equation (10) is evaluated over 
a time interval ( ),t t t+ Δ and for a range of source slownesses, until a slowness , best iv is found that maximizes 
the power in the delay-and-sum beam. For a given source array, the procedure is then repeated for any element 
of the receiver array, thus obtaining a set of N delayed-and-summed  stacked seismograms. The robustness of the 
procedure for application to the SERAPIS sea shots is shown by the fact that we obtained very similar values of 
, best iv throughout the different elements of the receiver array. 
We eventually use this set of stacked traces for applying a new delay-and-sum beamforming, searching for the 
receiver-array slowness bestw which maximizes the power of the delayed-and-summed stacked seismograms. 
The slownesses at the source array , best iv (i=1,….N) and that estimated at the receiver array bestw thus are 
indicative of the propagation parameters (ray parameter and back-azimuth) with which the observed ray leaves 
the source and impinges at the array, respectively. 
This technique, which integrates source and receiver array beamforming, is particularly advantageous for 
application to our air-gun recordings, for which we have an accurate knowledge of the coordinates and origin 
times of the shots and the source equalization factors are not required (Kruger et al., 1996). 
From independent estimates of propagation parameters at both the source and receiver arrays, we were able to 
obtain simultaneous information about the spatial setting of seismic rays in the initial and final portions of their 
paths. The panels in Figure 9 show the reference source positions of each of the nine source-arrays selected for 
our analysis. Each source-array had a rectangular shape, and was composed of nine sources consisting of three 
consecutive shots located along three contiguous NS shot profiles.  The source spacing was 0.135 km and 0.250 
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km along the NS and EW directions, respectively.  
The method was applied using the same parameters as for the ZLC analysis previously described. For most of 
the source- and receiver-array pairs, the observed azimuth/backazimuth depicts a systematic deflection toward 
the East, which is particularly evident at the receiver array. For this latter case, the observed backazimuths 
deviate from the great circle path by an amount which is significantly larger than the measurement uncertainties 
(Fig. 9). Note that the backazimuth measurements derived at the receiver array are consistent with those obtained 
along the middle portion of the east-west sea-shot profile described above (see the backazimuth values of shots 
from 1st to 3td and from 7th to 22td in Figure 8). 
 
 
5. SYNTHETIC WAVEFORMS 
 
The shallow structure of the Campi Flegrei caldera is characterized by strong lateral heterogeneities and a 
complex geometry of layer interfaces, as shown by recent tomographic studies (Zollo et al., 2003; Tramelli et 
al., 2006). The fast and approximate forward modelling methods adopted in the tomographic inversion process 
(e.g., ray or fastest travel-time algorithms), however, may account for the actual wavefield only to a limited 
extent. Indeed, complete waveforms and inhomogeneous waves are not computed, although they may become 
crucial in the interpretation of the seismic signal propagating through complex media. Methods capable of 
simulating the full wavefield propagation in a realistic medium are often too computationally costly to use in a 
repetitive inversion scheme, but may be used to generate a few sets of synthetic seismograms as an additional 
tool, to help interpretation of the seismic sections and verify the validity of the models. 
In this work we adopted an accurate finite difference method to simulate the complete seismic waveform 
propagating in two simplified 2-D crustal models, constructed based on interpretation of previous seismic studies 
and geological information on the Campi Flegrei caldera. We applied these models to the interpretation of the 
seismic signal anomalies specifically observed along the North-South sea-shots of profile number 02 in figure 6. 
This profile was selected because it is the only one in the source-receiver axis and its signal-to-noise ratio is 
excellent. 
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The numerical method is based on a classical algorithm for the solution of the elastodynamic equation on a 
discrete 2-D grid, with a free surface condition at the top of the model; efficient absorbing conditions are applied 
at the bottom and the sides of the model by implementing the Perfect Matching Layer method (PML), to prevent 
spurious reflections (Festa and Nielsen, 2003). The scheme is solved iteratively in time, with steps of 3 ⋅ 10-4 sec 
(sufficiently small to ensure the stability criterion and minimization of numerical dispersion, e.g. Graves, 1996). 
The impulsive character of the artificial explosive sources used in the field campaign (air gun array) was 
simulated by using a short, peaked source time function (the significant peak of a gaussian function with 
dominant period of 0.066 s) acting on the diagonal components of the stress tensor (isotropic dilatation). The 
size of the two dimensional models is 10 x 5 km, and the grid points are spaced at 5 m in both directions. We 
perform two full-wavefield simulations: the first simulation uses model “A” consisting of a simple 1D velocity 
distribution (no lateral anomaly), while the second simulation uses model “B” which depicts a vertical velocity 
gradient similar to the previous model at the edges and a positive velocity anomaly in its central region. This 
anomaly is parametrized as a 2-D gaussian bell of about 1 km in diameter and maximum perturbation of +600 
m/s for P waves, +340 m/s for S waves), centered at a depth of about 1 km . Both velocity models are shown 
with contour lines in the Figure 10a and Figure 10b. Since the full wavefield simulations require 3 parameters 
(Vp , Vs and mass density ρ ), but the starting models only contain information about the P wave velocity 
distribution, we used the empirical relation ( )0.250.23* PVρ =  (Gardner et al., 1974) to determine the density in 
the models and a ratio of 3  to obtain the S-wave velocity. 
The experimental setup that we are studying is composed of a large number of sources (repetitive sequence of 
hundreds of explosions, while the boat carries the air gun array along a series of paths), a small number of 
stations (for the overall campaign) and a single localized array (used in this study) that we may consider as 
point-like. To avoid repeating the simulations for each new source position, we apply the reciprocity of the 
Green’s functions and perform a single simulation for each of the two models with the source located at the 
array’s location, and virtual receivers located at the actual shot points along the profile. The acquisition geometry 
defined in the simulation parameters respect that of the real profile, thus the offset ranges from about 3 to 7 km.  
We compared the two series of 31 synthetic vertical traces obtained from a single simulation, to shed light on the 
effect on wavefield propagation of a high-velocity anomaly in a model without lateral velocity variation. We 
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focus on two principal phases, which appear in both the synthetics and the data, marked as f1 and f2 (Figure 10 
and 11). These phases are identified in Figure 10, where the synthetic wavefield at three different times (t=2.5; 3 
and 3.5 s) is shown. 
A careful inspection of snapshots from the synthetic wavefields allows reconstruction of the origin and evolution 
of phases f1 and f2, for both model A and model B, and explains the slight differences in propagation between the 
two models. To identify specific S and P phases, we separated the shear and dilatational fields by applying the 
curl and divergence operators to the synthetic wavefield. The f1 phase results from a very early conversion of the 
P-wave from the source into a shear wave at the surface, hence propagating in the form of an S-wave, folding 
back towards the surface due to the effect of a vertical velocity gradient, and finally reaching the virtual 
receivers (Figure 10). We recall that the source and receiver positions have been exchanged using the reciprocity 
theorem. The f2 phase shares the same origin as the f1, but it is a reflection of f1 into an S-wave at the surface and 
finally returns to the surface with a larger incidence angle and a lower apparent velocity than phase f1.  
The essential effects of the velocity anomaly, by comparison of the synthetics from models A and B, are that: 
• As expected, the arrival time of the phase f2 is earlier in model B than in model A, due to the presence of the 
high velocity anomaly in the propagation medium. In addition, phase f2 and adjacent phases exhibit a more 
complex waveform shape in model B, especially for offsets spanning the 6.2-7.4 km range, due to diffraction 
effects induced by the anomaly. 
• For model B, the amplitude of phase f1  is larger for offsets ranging between 5.6 km and 7.4 km. This is due to 
the complex focusing/defocussing effect of the high velocity anomaly on the f1 wavefront. Since the lower 
part of the high velocity anomaly deviates part of the wavefront toward the bottom, it defocuses seismic 
energy in the region above the anomaly while it effectively produces a focusing effect toward surface 
receivers located at offsets between 5.8 km and 7.4 km (Figure 10 a, b). 
• There is a bump in the shape of the f1 phase in the synthetic profile of model B, due to the relative advance in 
arrival time induced by the anomaly. The same advance can be guessed in the ZLC curves, but it is not so 
clearly visible owing to the smearing effect on the ZLC profile (Figure 11, a and b). 
The Figure 11 we compare the synthetic waveforms obtained for model B with the ZLC curves and real 
seismogrtams for the NS shot profile 02.  
The P- and SV-wave arrivals clearly visible on the synthetics are manifested on the ZLC curves as a single, 
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broad maximum. Phases f1 and f2 previously discussed for the synthetic waveforms are visible on both the ZLC 
curves and original seismograms as a slower-propagating phase that appears around the twentieth record, and 
whose amplitude progressively grows with increasing offsets. Based on these data, we may thus conclude that 
the peculiar features depicted by the ZLC sections along the North-South shot profiles are most likely due to a 
scattering effect induced by a major, buried heterogeneity. Location and depth of this body would thus 
correspond to the buried portion of NYT eruption caldera boundary. 
A more accurate modelling of the medium is beyond the scope of the present study and would in any case have a 
limited significance, given the poor station coverage and the lack of constraints on the model. 
 
 
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper we present an application of multichannel methods to the analysis of wave propagation throughout 
the complex structures marking the caldera of Campi Flegrei, Italy.  
The analysis performed on the first P-pulse arrivals from recordings of North-South shot profiles indicates that 
the central part of Campi Flegrei caldera, located within the Gulf of Pozzuoli, is consistent with two shallow 
refractors (about 0.5 and 1 km depth) already identified by Finetti and Morelli (1974) as the interface between 
the marine sediment layer and the volcanoclastic deposits and between the latter ones and the tuff/consolidated 
lava sequences. For shot points spanning the southern, central part of the Gulf of Pozzuoli, our recordings are 
dominated by a large-amplitude phase following the first-arrival P-wave pulse. We hypothesize this phase to be 
associated with the prominent positive Vp anomaly imaged by Zollo et al. (2003) from travel-time tomography. 
To verify this idea, we performed two synthetic complete wavefield simulations using a layered, 1-D velocity 
model and a 2-D velocity model depicting a high velocity anomaly whose location, shape and velocity contrast 
resemble the positive anomaly detected by the 3-D tomography. The synthetic wavefield was obtained by finite 
differences modelling in a reciprocal acquisition geometry. By comparing the results from the two models, we 
interpreted the coherent arrival phases observed in the ZLC curves in terms of reflected/diffracted/converted-at-
surface shear waves, whose amplitude is enhanced by the presence of the shallow high velocity body (Fig. 10). 
Based on previous work by Kruger et al. (1996), we developed a modified Double-Beam array processing 
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scheme that allowed retrieval of the spatial setting of ray paths at both the near-source and near-receiver regions. 
Application of this technique revealed complex geometry of ray paths: at both the source and receiver arrays, we 
found azimuthal discrepancies as large as 50° with respect to the straight ray paths expected for a homogeneous 
earth model.  
At the source arrays, these discrepancies could be partially explained in terms of the annular high-Vp anomaly 
imaged by Zollo et al. (2003). Such marked crustal heterogeneity, with associated multipathing  and scattering 
phenomena, could thus be responsible for the azimuthal deviations observed at the source arrays.  
A complete assessment of the azimuthal deviations observed at the receiver array is made difficult by the lack of 
velocity information for the area adjacent the Solfatara Crater. In general, however, we observe that the DBM 
results indicate different degrees of complexity as one moves from the western to the eastern sector of the Gulf 
of Pozzuoli. 
These latter discrepancies may thus have a two-fold interpretation. They could be due to severe ray bending 
associated with the velocity contrast we expect at the boundary between the inner and outer parts of the Solfatara 
Crater. Alternatively, one could invoke the presence of a low-velocity region located S-SW of the Solfatara, the 
effects of which would be an eastward bending of seismic rays impinging on the array from S-SW.  
The location of this anomaly would correlate to the position of: 
1. The maximum uplift area and seismicity location of the last bradyseismic crisis, (Aster and Meyer, 1988); 
2. The high Vp/Vs anomaly revealed by Aster and Meyer (1988) and by Vanorio et al. (2005) at about 1 km 
depth; 
3. The low-Qp anomaly at depth between 0-1 km (De Lorenzo et al., 2001); 
4. The shallow high-scatter-density imaged by the 3-D scattering tomography of Tramelli et al. (2006); 
5. The center of a minimum Bouguer gravity anomaly suggested by Aster et al. (1992) and recently confirmed 
by Capuano and Achauer (2003). 
Figure 12 shows the principal features of the shallow structure of Campi Flegrei caldera obtained by the 
aforementioned studies, useful for a comparison with our results.  
Our study has further demonstrated the power and resolving capabilities of multichannel methods toward the 
accurate measurement of ray geometries and detection of buried heterogeneities. In future work we aim at 
imaging the upper crust via wavevector tomography (e.g., Hu et al., 1994), through extension of the source -
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array analysis to recordings from the stations of the sparse network deployed during the experiment. Hopefully, 
this procedure will allow for gaining further insights into the complex structure of the Campi Flegrei caldera.  
A major structural and volcanological question remains open, which regards size and location of a possible 
magma reservoir feeding the volcanic system. This question, however, is difficult to resolve with the data set 
presently available. The reduced energy and shallowness of the sea-shot sources greatly limited the depth 
resolution of the recordings presented above, thus hindering the possibility of an exhaustive investigation of the 
crust at depths greater than those already imaged through travel-time tomography. Additional studies are thus 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS  
 
Figure 1: (a) Shaded relief map of Campi Flegrei showing experimental layout and the volcanological setting of 
the study area. The gray circles in the Bay of Pozzuoli indicate the air-gun sea-shot points (the black diamonds 
are the North-South and East-West selected for the analysis) performed during the summer 2001. The black lines 
trace the caldera boundary of the Campanian Ignimbrite eruption while the dotted lines show the inner part of 
caldera involved in the Neapolitan Yellow Tuff eruption. Gray ellipses mark the locations of the recent volcanic 
activity; (b) Configuration of the receiver array in the Solfatara crater; (c) Location map of the 16 North-South 
shot profiles in the Gulf of Pozzuoli adopted in the ZLC array analysis; 
 
Figure 2:  Example of a sea-shot as recorded by six vertical-component receivers of sub-array D (Fig. 1 b). 
Origin time is at zero seconds on the time scale. Data are unfiltered. Channels EWD, NSD, ZZD are referred to 
the three-component of ground velocity from sensor NEZD in Figure 1b.  
 
Figure 3: Examples of synthetic, vertical-component seismograms generated for different SNRs and used for 
error analysis. For each SNR, the traces correspond to the six receivers from sub-array D. Raw and band-pass 
filtered traces are reported in the left and right column, respectively.   
 
Figure 4: Errors of backazimuth (a) and ray parameter (b) estimates as a function of SNR. The circles represent 
the standard deviation of a distribution of 120 ZLC measurements performed on the synthetic array data. Bold 
lines represent the analytical expressions of the uncertainties due to noise derived from hyperbolic fitting. 
 
Figure 5: An example of results from ZLC array analysis. Data were filtered between 5 and 15 Hz and windowed 
at 100 samples per window, with 90% overlap. (a) Vertical-component recording at receiver NEZD (see Fig. 
1b), the origin time is 15 s in the current timescale, (b) Backazimuth estimates, (c) Apparent slowness estimates, 
and (d) ZLC curves. 
 
Figure 6: ZLC curves shown as a seismic section along North-South shot profiles 04, 24, 02, 22. These are 
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examples from the 16 profiles indicated in Figure 1c. The highest correlation corresponds to the P-wave arrival 
time. There is clear evidence of a secondary, highly-correlated phase which follows the P-onset by a few tenth of 
a second (indicated by gray lines). The amplitude of the ZLC P-onset decays moving southward along each NS 
profile while amplitude increases for the secondary phases.    
 
Figure 7: (a) Ray parameter contour map obtained from the ZLC analysis (gray circles mark shot point locations, 
see Fig. 1c); (b) Theoretical and observed ray parameters obtained along the NS shot profile 02 shown in Figure 
1c with black circles. The predicted values were obtained using the 1-D velocity model indicated in Table 1. The 
ray parameter uncertainties were obtained for the different SNRs associated with individual shot points using the 
theoretical relationship illustrated in Figure 4b.  
 
Figure 8: Theoretical and observed backazimuth values obtained along the East-West shot profile shown in 
Figure 1a with black diamonds. The predicted values were obtained for a great circle path for a laterally-
homogeneous Earth model. The backazimuth uncertainties were obtained for different SNRs associated with 
individual shot points using the theoretical relationship illustrated in Figure 4a. 
 
Figure 9: Azimuth and backazimuth directions obtained for each of the nine source-receiver array pairs using the 
modified Double Beam Method analysis. The black circles indicate the location of the barycenter of the source 
arrays.  
 
Figure 10: The complete seismic wavefield obtained from finite-difference computation of wave propagation 
throughout 1D model A (a) and 2D model B (b). From top to bottom, the maps display snapshots at 2.5, 3 and 
3.5 s after the shot time. Superimposed on the snapshots are contour lines of compressional velocities. The star 
marks the source location while the arrows tag the receivers positions. At the bottom,  the synthetic signals 
obtained applying the reciprocity theorem of the Green’s function. Details about phases f1 and f2 are in the text.    
 
Figure 11: (a) (a) ZLC curves arranged as a seismic section for each shot pertaining to NS profile 02 (marked by 
black circles in Figure 1c); (b) Synthetic waveforms for velocity model B; (c) Seismograms of shots from NS 
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profile 02 as recorded by the reference station NEZD (see Figure 1b).   
 
Figure 12: Sketch map depicting the main features of the shallowest portion of the Campi Flegrei caldera as 
obtained by several studies: (1) Positive Bouguer gravity anomaly position as indicated by Capuano and Achauer 
(2003); (2) High P-wave velocity body reported by Zollo et al., (2003) and by Judenherc and Zollo (2004); (3) 
Location of the minimum of the negative Bouguer gravity anomaly as delineated by Aster et al. (1992) and by 
Capuano and Achauer (2003);  (4) Position of the high (> 1.9) Vp/Vs anomaly detected by Aster and Meyer 
(1988) and by Vanorio et al. (2005) at about 1 km depth; most epicenters of the 1982-84 seismic swarm were 
located in the same area (Aster and Meyer, 1988); (5) Border of the Solfatara crater; (6) 80-cm elevation contour 
line for the 1982-84 uplift episode (Vanorio et al., 2005); (7) Location of the low-Qp anomaly reported by De 
Lorenzo et al., (2001) at about 1 km depth. The crosses indicates the zones with high scattering strengths 
described by Tramelli et al., (2006). For reference, we added positions of the sea-shots (gray circles) already 
shown in Fig. 1a.  
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